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ABSTRACT
The ATM Forum and ITU-T specify multiple service categories of B-ISDN, such as CBR (constant bit

rate), RT-VBR (realtime - variable bit rate), NRT-VBR-COD/CLD (non-realtime - variable bit rate -

connection-oriented data/connectionless data), ABR (available bit rate), and UBR (unspecified bit rate).

Each service category specifies different traffic parameters and QoS parameters : bandwidth, end-to-end

transfer delay, cell transfer delay variance, bit error rate, and cell loss rate. In this paper, we propose a

transit networking scheme in ATM/B-ISDN based on the service category. In the proposed scheme the

end-to-end virtual channel/virtual path connections are routed according to the required traffic

characteristics, differently. The major purpose of the service category-based transit networking is to

provide the required QoS to end users efficiently, while maintaining the network utilization level high.

We also propose a restoration strategy with 5 restoration classes. In the proposed restoration strategy the

user selects a restoration class for his specific application at the connection setup phase.

1. B-ISDN service categories

ATM Forum defines 5 B-ISDN service categories

[1]: CBR (constant bit rate), RT-VBR (realtime - variable

bit rate), NRT-VBR (non-realtime - variable bit rate),

ABR (available bit rate), and UBR (unspecified bit rate).

The examples of CBR service are plain old telephone

service (POTS), circuit emulation for DS1 (1.544/2.048

Mbps) and DS3 (45 Mbps), and CBR-Video. CBR

service requires constant transfer rate that is specified by

its end-to-end cell transfer delay (CTD) and peak cell

rate (PCR).

The examples of RT-VBR service include the packet-

video and audio in teleconferencing and in multimedia

applications. In RT-VBR services, the data transfer rate

varies according to the amount of information that is

usually specified by the source coding scheme. Thus the

RT-VBR traffic is defined by the set of traffic/QoS

parameters, such as end-to-end CTD, PCR, sustainable

cell rate (SCR) with maximum burst size (MBS).

The NRT-VBR service category is intended for non-

real-time applications which have bursty traffic

characteristics. NRT-VBR-COD (connection-oriented

data) is defined for the connection-oriented data services,

such as X.25 PSDN or Frame relay.  NRT-VBR-CLD

(connectionless data) is defined for the connectionless

data services, such as IP datagram service and SMDS

(switched multi-megabit data service). For NRT-VBR-

CLD, the transport network provides several

connectionless service function (CLSF) nodes in order to

provide the store-and-forward data service. Both NRT-

VBR-COD and NRT-VBR-CLD do not specify the

timing requirements, such as end-to-end CTD and CDV

tolerance.

ABR service category is defined for the Internet-

interconnection service through ATM/B-ISDN. The ABR

traffic defines the  required bandwidth by MCR

(minimum cell rate) that is the minimum bandwidth that

the transport network must guarantee. UBR service

category does not specify any traffic/QoS parameter. It

only uses the currently available bandwidth of the

transport network.

The example traffic/QoS parameters for each service are

as shown in the table. In the 64 kbps CBR voice

telephony service, the end-to-end cell transfer delay

should be kept below 300 ms for most live

conversational type application [1-2].  The DS1/DS3

CBR circuit emulation requires the cell transfer delay
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B-ISDN
Service

Category
Service Examples

Traffic / QoS
Parameters

CBR
POTS, Circuit
Emulation, CBR-Video

PCR, End-to-End CTD,
Peak-to-Peak CDV,
BER, CLR

RT-VBR

Packet-Video & Audio
in teleconferencing,
multimedia
applications

PCR, SCR/MBS, End-
to-End CTD,
Peak-to-Peak CDV,
BER, CLR

NRT-
VBR-
COD

Connection oriented
data service
 (X.25,Frame-Relay)

PCR, SCR/MBS, BER,
CLR

NRT-
VBR-
CLD

Connectionless data
services
(IP-over-ATM,SMDS)

PCR, SCR/MBS, BER,
CLR

ABR
Connection oriented
data service
(LAN-interconnection)

PCR, MCR

UBR

Connectionless data
services
(LAN-interconnection,
internet)

Table 1: Service categories in ATM/B-ISDN

less than 150 µs, and the cell delay variance  less than

250 µs at each switching node [3]. The CBR service for

PVC Cell Relay requires the end-to-end CTD as 4 ms

with additional 2 ms for each 100 miles [5].

The VBR services for image/video data transfer

requires the cell transfer delay of 0.8 ms ~ 5 ms and the

peak-to-peak cell delay variance of 1 ms ~ 6.5 ms. These

two QoS parameters are tighter than those of CBR traffic.

The VBR traffic requires the bit error rate (BER) of 6 x

10-7 ~ 2.5 x 10-6  and the cell loss ratio (CLR) of 8 x 10-7

~ 9.5 x 10-6, when there is the error handling mechanism

in AAL.

The data applications in general are intolerant of

errors, and data integrity between communication end

points is required [4]. When human interaction is

involved, data applications are intolerant of large delays

(for example, 3 seconds), whereas services between

machines can tolerate moderately large delay. A user

accessing a teller machine to do a banking transaction

demands a response time of a few seconds, whereas

account updates that take place between different

information centers of a bank do not impose a strict

delay constraints. Delay jitter is not a big concern in data

services, since no synchronization or constant play-out

rates are required at the receiver. The NRT-VBR-COD

traffic for connection-oriented Frame Relay service

requires the end-to-end cell transfer delay of 27 ms ~

1.185 sec and the cell loss ratio of 10-7 [6]. The NRT-

VBR-CLD traffic for connectionless data service such as

SMDS requires similar characteristics for the VCC/VPC

between the CLSFs. The LAN emulation and IP-over-

ATM traffic can be supported either by ABR service or

UBR service. In the case of ABR service, minimum cell

rate (MCR) and cell loss ratio (CLR) are guaranteed;

while the transport network guarantee nothing for the

UBR service.

2. Multiple virtual transit networks of
service categories

In order to maximize the network utilization while

guaranteeing the QoS requirements of each service, the

network should select the most appropriate route for each

VP/VC connection establishment request. The ATM

transport network maintain the link status data for each

transmission link between the switching nodes, and the

node status data for each switching node.

The link status data include installed capacity (LCij),

currently allocated bandwidth (ABij), available bandwidth

(AVBij),  utilization, current load ( ρij), residual error

rate (ε ij), and link transfer delay (τ ij).

The node status data include installed switching

capacity (SCk ), currently allocated switching capacity

(SABk ), residual error rate (ε k ), utilization, current load

(ρk ), switching delay (τ k ), and Cell Delay Variance

(CDVk ).

For the connection establishment of a CBR service, the

network selects an end-to-end VP/VC connection route

of shortest path that can guarantee the required PCR,

end-to-end CTD, peak-to-peak CDV.  The connection

establishment of  RT-VBR services, the network selects

an end-to-end VP/VC connection route of shortest path

that can guarantee the required SCR & MBS, end-to-end

CTD, peak-to-peak CDV.

The connection establishment of NRT-VBR services

finds an end-to-end VP/VC connection route which can

support the required SCR & MBS or MCR, and CLR.

For the ABR services, the end-to-end VP/VC connection

route that can support the required MCR is selected. In

the case of UBR, there is no specified traffic/QoS

restrictions.
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BER CLR

Service
Example

Bit rate
End-to-End
cell transfer
delay (CTD)

Peak-to-
peak

cell delay
variance
(CDV)

without
error

handling
in AAL

with
error handling

in AAL

without error
handling in

AAL

with
error handling

in AAL

Voice
telephony

64 kbps CBR 300 ms 10 ms 10-7 10-3

Circuit
Emulation

DS1 : 1.5 Mbps
CBR

DS3 : 45 Mbps
CBR

150 µs1) 250 µs1) - - 10-9

1.7 x 10-10 1)

PVC cell relay
- CBR

64 kbps ~ 45
Mbps

4.0 ms + 2.0
ms per 100

miles
0.5 ms 10-7 10-9 10-6

64 kbps ~ 384
kbps CBR

300 ms 130 ms 10-8 8 x 10-6

Video
Phone

2 Mbps VBR 5 ms 6.5 ms
3 x 10-11 1.3 x 10-6

10-8 8 x 10-6

Video
conference

5 Mbps VBR 5 ms 6.5 ms 10-11 1.8 x 10-6 4 x 10-9 5 x 10-6

TV
distribution

20 ~ 25 Mbps
VBR

0.8 ms 1 ms 3 x 10-13 6 x 10-7 10-10 8 x 10-7

MPEG 1 core 1.5 Mbps VBR 5 ms 6.5 ms 4 x 10-11 2.5 x 10-6 10-8 9.5 x 10-6

MPEG 2 core 10 Mbps VBR 0.8 ms 1 ms 6 x 10-12 1.5 x 10-6 2 x 10-9 4 x 10-6

Frame Relay 64 kbps ~ 2 Mbps 27ms ~ 1.185
sec 2) 5 x 10-13 10-7

SMDS 64 kbps ~ 45
Mbps

5 ms1) 10-7

LAN
Emulation

~ 10 Mbps - -

IP-over-ATM ~ 70 Mbps - -

1) per switching node, 2) 1600 ~ 4096 octets frame

Table 2: Traffic parameters and QoS parameters of B-ISDN service examples

When there are multiple candidates with same

condition, the routing algorithm selects the route that

maximize the network utilization.

As we have shown in the previous section, the B-

ISDN service categories require different traffic

characteristics. As a result, the connection management

function should select an end-to-end VP/VC connection

path based on the different route selection criteria of each

service category. For the realtime services of CBR and

RT-VBR, the most important route selection criteria are

the required bandwidth of PCR or SCR, end-to-end CTD,

and CDV.

For the NRT-VBR COD/CLD services, the end-to-

end CTD and CDV are not critical criteria, so the routing

algorithm may not find a shortest path. Instead, the

routing algorithm will select a path that can maximize

the network utilization, while supporting the required

SCR or MCR, and CLR. The ABR services require only

the guaranteed MCR with timing specification. For the

UBR services, the network does not guarantee any

traffic/QoS parameter.

CLSF
Fig. 1: Multiple transit routes

Node A

Node B

CLSF
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In order to guarantee the required QoS level to users
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Fig. 2: Separated virtual networks based on service

category

Since the multimedia terminals connected to a Local

xchange (LEX) node require multiple connections of

arious service categories to other LEX nodes, it is more

fficient to configure in advance the separated virtual

ransit VP route for each LEX-to-LEX pair, based on the

stimated traffic amounts of each service category, and

llocate dynamically the VC bandwidth for each

onnection setup request. By this pre-planned virtual

ransit VP networks,  the network can be configured to

eep the maximized utilization level according to the

stimated traffic amount.

The virtual transit VP network is periodically re-

onfigured to reflect the current traffic requirements and

etwork load conditions.

. Bandwidth allocations in service category-
base4d Networking

and maintain the network utilization in best condition,

the transport network must perform the bandwidth

allocation and the route selection according to the service

category. For the CBR service, the bandwidth must be

allocated for the required PCR (peak cell rate), and the

end-to-end  CTD must be guaranteed. The route

selection for the CBR traffic is finding a route with

minimum end-to-end CTD that can allocate the required

bandwidth, peak-to-peak CDV (cell delay variance) and

CLR (cell loss ratio).

In RT-VBR service, the bandwidth is allocated for

the required SCR (sustainable cell rate) that is defined as

the upper bound on the conforming average rate of an

ATM connection. For the RT-VBR services, the transport

network guarantee the SCR with associated MBS

(maximum burst size), end-to-end  cell transfer delay

timing, and peak-to-peak CDV. The route selection

criteria for the RT-VBR traffic are same as the CBR

service.

In NRT-VBR-COD/CLD services, the requested

bandwidth is allocated either by SCR or MCR. The

transport network must guarantee the SCR/MCR, mean

CDV.  The route selection criteria are CLR and

maximized network utilization. In NRT-VBR-COD

service, a route is established between end-users; while

in the NRT-VBR-CLD services, routes are established

between connectionless service function (CLSF) such as

IP-routers.

In ABR services, the transport network guarantees

the MCR (minimum cell rate) of the requested

bandwidth and the CLR. The route selection criterion is

the maximized network utilization. In UBR services, the

transport network guarantees no specific traffic/QoS

parameters for the services. Thus, the route selection

criterion is just the maximized network utilization.

Route selectionB-ISDN Service
Category

Bandwidth allocation
Guarantee Other selection criteria

CBR PCR
PCR, end-to-end CDV min end-to-end CTD, peak-to-peak

CDV, CLR

RT-VBR SCR
SCR, end-to-end CTD, P-
to-P CDV

min end-to-end CTD, peak-to-peak
CDV, CLR

NRT-VBR-COD SCR, MCR SCR, MCR, mean CTD CLR, max utilization
NRT-VBR-CLD SCR, MCR SCR, MCR CLR, max utilization

ABR MCR MCR, CLR max utilization
UBR None None max utilization

Table 3: Bandwidth allocation and route selection criteria

Service Category 4 (ABR)

Service Category 3 (NRT-VBR-COD/CLD)

Service Category 2 (RT-VBR)

Service Category 1 (CBR)

Service Category 5 (UBR)
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At each switching node, the bandwidth allocation is

performed according to the priority of service category.

The switching node determines the acceptance of the

connection establishment request by the connection

admission control (CAC) with the buffer allocation (BA)

strategy.

The CBR service traffic has the highest priority in the

bandwidth allocation. The network guarantees the peak

cell rate (PCR) and the end-to-end cell transfer delay

(CTD) of each CBR service. Also, the switching node

should guarantee the cell delay variance (CDV) by

allocating enough buffer size. The RT-VBR service

traffic has the second priority in the bandwidth allocation.

The network guarantees the  sustainable cell rate (SCR),

the end-to-end CTD and the CDV of each RT-VBR

service.

Fig. 3: Bandwidth management at ATM switching node

The NRT-VBR-COD and NRT-VBR-CLD services

specify the required bandwidth by SCR or MCR. The

network must guarantee the SCR or the MCR of each

NRT-VBR-COD/CLD service as specified in the

connection setup request. There is no timing requirement

of end-to-end CTD and peak-to-peak CDV in NRT-

VBR-COD/CLD service. For some specific applications,

the mean end-to-end CTD may be specified in the NRT-

VBR-COD traffic/QoS parameters.

For the ABR service traffic, the ATM transport

network guarantees the minimum cell rate (MCR). There

is no timing requirement in the ABR service. The

remaining bandwidth can be allocated to ABR and UBR

service. For the UBR service traffic, nothing is

guaranteed by the transport network.

4. Restoration based on service categories

To provide fault tolerant communication services, the

ATM transport network must reserve backup path for

each active end-to-end connection with appropriate

bandwidth, so as to reroute the end-to-end VC path in the

case of fault occurrence. The bandwidth allocation for

the backup path is determined according to the

restoration strategy.

In this paper, we propose a restoration strategy with 5

restoration classes. Restoration class 1 provides the

guaranteed backup bandwidth for 100 % of the PCR. In

this case, the active end-to-end VP/VC connection has a

backup path that can restore the whole CBR traffic when

there is a link or node failure. The restoration class 1 can

be used for the CBR service of higher priority that

requires reliable information transfer services.

In restoration class 2, the backup route is allocated

with 100 % of the SCR of the active path, while 100 %

of the MCR of the active path is allocated in restoration

class 3. The restoration class 2 and class 3 can be used in

the RT-VBR service and NRT-VBR-COD service,

respectively. In restoration class 4, a backup path is

shared by multiple active connections. The backup path

has a reserved bandwidth of 100 % of the largest PCR of

the active connections that uses it. When there are

multiple link/node failures concurrently, only one

connection can be rerouted to the backup path, and all

other connections must be restored by dynamic end-to-

end connection establishment mechanisms.

In restoration class 5, no backup bandwidth is

allocated, but the most appropriate backup route is pre-

planned. When a link/node failure is occurred in the

active path, the connection management function tries to

allocate the bandwidth along the backup route. If the

bandwidth allocation is not successful, the rerouting

must find a new end-to-end connection for restoration by

the dynamic connection establishment mechanism.

The user selects a specific restoration for his

application at the connection setup phase. The usage

costs of the restoration classes are different according to

the bandwidth allocation for both the active connection

and the backup path.

Available bandwidth for ABR & UBR traffic

Guaranteed bandwidth for CBR traffic = ∑
i

iPCR

Reserved bandwidth for RT-VBR traffic = ∑
i

iSCR

Reserved bandwidth for NRT-VBR-COD/CLD traffic = ∑
i

iSCR

Reserved bandwidth for ABR traffic = ∑
i

iMCR

Node A

Node B
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Restoration
class

Strategy

Restoration
class 1

Guaranteed backup bandwidth for 100 %
PCR

Restoration
class 2

Guaranteed backup bandwidth for 100 %
SCR

Restoration
class 3

Guaranteed backup bandwidth for 100 %
MCR

Restoration
class 4

N : 1 shared backup bandwidth

Restoration
class 5

0 backup bandwidth with just pre-routing
for the candidate route

Table 4: Restoration classes

In general, the highly reliable CBR service will select

the restoration class 1 which guarantees a backup path

with 100 % of PCR. For fault tolerant service provision,

the RT-VBR service will select restoration class 2 which

guarantees a backup path 100 % of SCR. In the same

manner, the reliable NRT-VBR-COD/CLD services will

select the restoration class 3 which guarantees a backup

path with 100 % of MCR.

For the same service category, however, different

restoration class can be chosen according to the specifi

application and the requested level of reliability of the

service. For example the NRT-VBR-COD service for the

money transfer between different banks may require

restoration class 3, while the NRT-VBR-COD service for

the transfer of log data between information centers may

require restoration class 5, because of the difference o

the urgency.

5. Periodic Re-balancing of Virtual Transit
Networks

For the maximum network utilization, the connection

management function of the ATM/B-ISDN must pre-plan

the separated virtual transit network for each service

category. The connection management function setups

the ATM VPCs for transit networking according to the

predicted usage between the ATM LEX pair.  In this

transit route design, several VPCs are established fo

each of the B-ISDN service classes in order to satisfy the

multiple QoS class requirements. Also, for the VPC

restoration at failure occurrence, backup bandwidth must

be prepared for the working connections. The bandwidth

allocations for the backup routes are determined by the

estimated restoration strategy of the users.

The transit route design algorithm must establish the

transit routes for the maximize network availability. It

also has to design the transit route to guarantee the

performance requirements of the predicted ATM VC

connections. The result of the transit route design is

informed to the subnetwork management systems and the

switching nodes. At each switching node, the route

selection parameters (such as installed link capacity, link

usage cost and priority) are specified by the connection

management function. The user plane’s VP/VC links are

established by the signaling of the control plane, along

the pre-planned transit VP route for each service

category, based on the route selection parameters.

In order to reflect the actual fluctuations around the

predictions, we need a load balancing procedure that

analyzes the short-term/long-term network usage, and

reflects the results on the routing decisions. The load

balancing functions updates the route selection

parameters (selection priority, link cost, etc.) that are

used by the route selection algorithm (RSA) of the

control plane in the on-demand VCC setup process.

Network topology update
c
f

r

Fig. 4: Periodic load balancing and transit route

management

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a transit networking

scheme based on service category in ATM/B-ISDN. In

the proposed transit networking scheme the end-to-end

ATM VP/VC connections are routed according to the

required traffic characteristics, differently. The major

purpose of the service category-based connection

management is to provide the required QoS to end users

efficiently, while maintaining the network utilization

level at maximum.

Multiple transit VP
trails based on service
category
Routes update

Load Balancing

RSARSARSA

Management
plane

Control
plane

Route selection parameter
(priority, link cost) update

Switching
node and
Link

Transit
Route
Design

ATM
EX

ATM
EX

ATM
EX

Short term
Network load
(Network-wide

traffic condition)

Long term
Predicted usage

Traffic
monitoring

VC Connection setup
by signaling
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We first analyzed the traffic characteristics of the 5

B-ISDN service categories : CBR, RT-VBR, NRT-VBR-

COD/CLD, ABR, and UBR. And we defined the

bandwidth allocation strategy and the route selection

criteria. We then proposed a separated virtual transit

networking for the service categories. The virtual transit

network is pre-planned according to the estimated traffic

amount between each local exchange (LEX) node pairs.

To accommodate the traffic load fluctuation, the virtual

transit network is re-balanced periodically based on the

short-term usage and the long-term usage.

We also proposed a restoration strategy with 5

restoration classes. The restoration class is selected by

the user at the connection setup request. In restoration

class 1, 2, 3, the network reserves backup bandwidth of

100 % of PCR, SCR, and MCR, respectively. In

restoration class 4, one backup route is shared by N

active VCCs/VPCs. In restoration class 5, no backup

bandwidth is reserved, but the route is pre-planned to

allocate the bandwidth in the case of link/node failure in

best-effort. Each restoration class has different cost

according to the bandwidth usage for both active and

backup paths.

Currently, we are developing a simulation software

of the proposed transit networking architecture, on the

OPNET simulation platform [9]. We will evaluate the

performance of the connection management architecture

with a realistic network configuration of Korean

Information Infrastructure (KII).
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